In this paper we carry out a formal analysis of an output feedback risk-sensitive stochastic control problem. Using large deviation limits, this problem is related to a deterministic output feedback differential game. Both problems are solved using appropriate information states. The use of an information state for the game problem is new, and is the principal contribution of our work. Our results have important implications for the nonlinear robust stabilization problem.
Introduction
In a recent paper [9] , the authors analyzed the output feedback risk-sensitive stochastic control problem for discrete-time nonlinear systems and related it to a deterministic output feedback dynamic game. In particular, it was shown how the use of an appropriate information state can be used to solve the game problem. While the use of information states in stochastic control theory is standard practice [13] , we remark that the information state for the risksensitive problem is not the familiar (unnormalized) conditional density, and our use of an informations state in the context of differential games appears to be new. An important application of these results is to the output feedback robust control problem [12] . The purpose of this paper is to show at least formally that the same results can be obtained in the mathematically technical continuous-time setting.
The output feedback risk-sensitive stochastic opti- 
In this paper we explain how this problem can be solved using an information state process, and we relate it to a deterministic output feedback dynamical game using large deviations type limits. The game is defined for the system An important consequence of our analysis is the solution of the deterministic output feedback dynamic game in terms of an information state. We believe these results are new. The application of our results t o the output feedback robust control problem will appear elsewhere. The problems and solutions in this paper are discussed purely in heuristic terms. A detailed mathematical treatment appears to be quite difficult, as is the case for continuous-time partially observed stochastic control [SI, [TI. This paper is also quite brief; a more complete paper will appear elsewhere. For rigorous results, we refer the reader t o the paper [9] , where the discrete-time case is considered.
Risk-Sensitive Stochastic Control
The stochastic system 1.1) is assumed defined on a probability space (Q&,P"), and we write Gt = a(%#) &; 0 5 8 5 t ) and Yt = a(#.; 0 5 s 5 t ) . There is an equivalent probability measure Pt under which $ is a standard Wiener prpcess independent of the state process [4] . For U E 240,~ we have dP* X I Q t = Write 2,. for the right hand side of this expression.
Following an idea of [2] for linear systems, we seek to express P'(U) in terms of a new "statenprocess and then solve the resulting optimal stochastic control problem with complete "state"informati0n. To this end, we define an information state ortC(z) in Ll(R") by
for all test functions 7, where The evolution of the information state process is governed by the SPDE dupe = (Aut + $Lut) af" dt + ihaf" dgt, Remark 2.1 We note that there is an adjoint process uric such that (ofvc, u ! ' ) is independent of t , and formally satisfies a backward SPDE.
Thanks to the representation 2.7), the problem now is to minimize the RHS of (2.4 with dynamics (2.6) which are completely observable. We use dynamic programming to solve this problem. The value function is defined by to (2.9) and if U* E 00,~ is a policy such that ut+ = ii;(ay), where ei(u) achieves the minimum in (2.9), then U* is optimal.
Remark 2.2 Note that .iit(o)
is an information state feedback policy.
Small Noise Limit
The deterministic differential game is related to the risk-sensitive stochastic control problem via large deviation type small noise limits. For the full state feed-[MI. In the nonlinear output feedback case, we need to evaluate two limits; one for the information state, and one for the value function. The value function limit requires an analogous framework. These issues will be dealt with in more detail elsewhere.
Remark 3.3 There is an "adjoint"quantity qf such that the quantity ( p f , q f ) is independent of t , and satisfies a backward first order nonlinear PDE.
Output Feedback Differential Game
In this section we interpret the HJI equation (3.13) as a dynamic programming equation for the deterministic output feedback differential game defined in $1, and p r as an information state with dynamics (3.11). In this way the game problem can be solved.
Indeed, the cost function J p ( u ) can be represented in terms of the information state p p (with cy = 0):
This can be seen with the aid of the following representation of the information state:
The problem now is to minimize the RHS of (4.14)
with dynamics (3.11) which are completely observable. Using dynamic programming, the value function is given by Consider the solution fr(z) of the HJI equation is an optimal policy for the deterministic output feedback differential game. This follows from representation of the HJI (3.13) using the condition (4.19) and the verification theorem.
Then the value function has the explicit form bY Remark 4.6 The equality (4.19) is perhaps an Isaac8 condition for the deterministic output feedback differential game. In general, if (4.19) fails, we expect that Wp,(p, t) 2 (p, fr), and consequently the certainty equivalence policy will be suboptimal.
